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Message from the Chairman
It is my pleasure to introduce the annual report of the European Business
Council in Japan (EBC) on the Japanese business environment. This year’s
report, entitled New Leadership – Renewed Reform: the EBC Report on the
Japanese Business Environment 2006, reflects not only developments over
the past year, but over the five years of Prime Minister Koizumi’s
Government. In doing so, it assesses whether his administration lived up to
its widely proclaimed commitment to reform the Japanese economy and what
impact it had on prospects for companies investing in Japan. While applauding progress made, the
report also recommends further priorities to be addressed by the new Government led by Prime
Minister Abe.
Prime Minister Koizumi oversaw a re-emergence of the Japanese economy as a strong power on
the world stage, leading to an increase in Gross Domestic Product from 500,968 billion yen in
2001 to an estimated 513,900 billion yen in 2006 while the stock of Foreign Direct Investments
rose from 6,632 billion yen in 2001 to 11,903 billion yen in 2005. A decisive driving force behind
these results was the Prime Minister’s personal commitment to revitalise the economy through
regulatory reform and increased foreign investment. European business warmly welcomed this
commitment and acknowledges the determination with which it has been pursued. The EBC
especially appreciated the dialogue with the Government on policy proposals in support of
regulatory reforms and investment promotion. At the same time, the Government succeeded in
fending off much of the influence of vested interests on its policies, resulting in more efficient and
effective allocation of budget resources. Almost all areas of the economy have benefited from
such changes. Significant falls in spending on infrastructure projects of questionable public and
environmental benefit have improved the Government balance sheet and driven down costs in the
construction industry, while overall liberalisation, combined with much-needed restructuring and
the elimination of non-performing loans, have significantly boosted the robustness of the financial
services sector.
These achievements have secured a new start for Japan. But while former Prime Minister Koizumi
can perhaps afford to rest on his laurels, the Government cannot. Many much-needed reforms
remain incomplete, frustrated by inadequate coordination between the Cabinet Office and
individual ministerial fiefdoms, by mounting bureaucracy or, at times, by a lack of vision – and
sometimes by all three. Japan cannot afford to delay reforms. Its industry risks losing out to
competitors in key global markets. Massive demographic change threatens to overwhelm its
current pension and healthcare systems and impose an unsustainable financial burden on both
employers and employees. Its financial services sector risks a slowdown in its own resurgence
without further regulatory change to achieve full integration and boost Japan as the Asian
financial centre. The situation urgently calls for renewed vision, leadership and energy to
consolidate the reforms achieved so far and to take the programme into the future.
European business wants to contribute to a thriving, successful economy in Japan and welcomes
further opportunities to share ideas with the Government on how this can be achieved. The
European Business Council in Japan salutes former Prime Minister Koizumi for building new
foundations for Japan’s future prosperity and calls on Prime Minister Abe to take control of this
continuing work.
Richard Collasse
Chairman, European Business Council in Japan
(President, Chanel K.K.)
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Message from the Executive Director
The European Business Council in Japan (EBC) is pleased to present its 2006
report, in this, the seventh consecutive year of its publication. Entitled New
Leadership – Renewed Reform: the EBC Report on the Japanese Business
Environment 2006, the report reflects developments over the past five years
and updates our recommendations on key issues that constrain European
business and investment in Japan.
This year’s report is published at a crucial point for Japan’s economy, following the recent five-year
term of Prime Minister Koizumi and the appointment of Prime Minister Abe to succeed him. Prime
Minister Koizumi had made reform of the Japanese economy a major theme of his five years in
office and the report takes the opportunity to assess what he was able to achieve. It also points to the
need for the new leadership of Japan to take a firm grip of the process and deliver the reform
promise. In this regard, Prime Minister Abe has already promised to reinforce and accelerate the
reform programme. The EBC welcomes his commitment and offers the views and recommendations
in this report as a first contribution to his Government’s thinking.
Many people and organisations deserve recognition for their part in the development of this year’s
EBC White Paper. I would first like to thank all EBC Members for their ongoing contribution to the
work of the EBC’s 29 sector-based committees. Without the insight drawn from their industry
experience, this publication could not have been produced. I would also like to thank the Delegation
of the European Commission to Japan and the European national embassies in Tokyo for their
expertise and support of EBC activities.
I am indebted to the EBC’s Policy Director, Jakob Edberg, whose knowledge and professionalism
have again ensured that this publication will serve as an important reference on the key issues
affecting European businesses in Japan. I would also like to make special mention of Kathie Harris,
the EBC’s Policy Analyst, whose skills and support of the Policy Director in the production of this
report were indispensible. Finally, many EBC Members deserve recognition for their generous
financial contributions towards the cost of producing this report. The EBC is extremely proud to
acknowledge their help in the sponsors and supporters sections at the end of the report and on our
website.
A growing body of experience shows that well-planned and properly implemented regulatory reform
stimulates competition and allows markets to work more efficiently. Reform that is poorly designed
or clumsily implemented without taking policy linkages, institutional incentives and capacities into
account can worsen economic performance and undermine objectives. As we begin a new chapter in
Japan’s economic reform, the EBC looks forward to working with the new Prime Minister and his
Cabinet, as well as the Japanese business community and broader public, on effective regulatory
reform that will promote our shared goals of improving the business environment and increasing the
levels of investment into Japan.

Alison Murray
Executive Director
European Business Council in Japan

Executive Director’s message
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Introduction

For more information, contact:
Mr. Jakob Edberg
Policy Director,
European Business Council in Japan

European Business Council in Japan.
Sanbancho POULA Bldg. 2F
6-7 Sanbancho, Chiyoda-ku, Tokyo
〒102-0075
JAPAN
Phone 03-3263-6222
Fax 03-3263-6223

INTRODUCTION
It is an interesting time for European Business in Japan. The unexpectedly strong economic rebound
has generated renewed European interest in what is happening here. The media picture of a country
on the brink of collapse has been replaced by more positive coverage of the earnings European firms
actually make in Japan and the many unexploited business opportunities here. The political situation
has also generated considerable attention. Prime Minister Koizumi, with his charismatic personality
and unusually long term in office (more than five years), has given Japanese politics a recognisable
face and name in Europe. His regulatory reform programme is widely understood to have been
instrumental in guiding the economy out of recession and into growth. The opportunity to correct
the previously overly negative perception of Japan is extremely welcome, especially for EBC
members working to increase investment here.
Claiming that Japan has overcome all its problems would, however, be misleading. While greatly
appreciating fundamental improvements in the business environment, the EBC has, over the years,
raised concerns about not only the slow pace of crucial reforms but also areas where nothing has
been done or, even more seriously, where the situation has actually worsened. Meanwhile, the
public debate in Japan has left the distinct impression that there has been not too little, but too much
deregulation. Powerful voices advocate reversal of the more ambitious reforms conducted by the
Koizumi Government in order to restore the old status quo.
In an attempt to properly evaluate the progress made by the Koizumi Government, this year’s EBC
report not only focuses on the developments of the past year but also provides an overview of what
was achieved in each sector in the 2001-2006 period. The report was written just as Prime Minister
Koizumi passed the baton to Prime Minister Abe and provides the new Government with 93
practical recommendations on how to improve the business and investment environment in Japan.

Improvements during the past five years
The question is then, what has happened? The report highlights that one remarkable achievement of
the Koizumi Government has been the improved situation in the financial sector. The Government
broke with previous protectionist traditions by establishing a credible policy of non-intervention,
which forced financial companies to deal squarely with bad debts and non-performing loans. The
ensuing consolidation of the banking sector and revitalization of the whole financial industry laid
the foundations for broader economic recovery. A vastly improved understanding of the concerns of
foreign financial firms on the part of the regulators made day-to-day business easier. Streamlining of
the multiple financial services regulators and the introduction of a no-action letter system helped.
Some structural reform was achieved by enabling Japanese city banks to engage concurrently in
trust and banking businesses, while all banks and securities firms were permitted to share common
retail space and to implement a degree of operational double-hatting. Substantial progress was also
made in deregulating the insurance and banking sectors. Sales of insurance products through the
bank channel have been partially deregulated; privatisation of Japan Post has started.
The past five years have also witnessed a transformation of the construction sector in Japan. The
drastic cut in public spending on infrastructure projects adopted by the Koizumi Government was a
clear break with the practice of previous governments of throwing money at projects as a way to
stimulate the economy out of recession. The Government deserves credit for this new approach, and
for having thus brought construction costs down closer to international levels. A further
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Introduction cont’d:

important, though not sufficiently drastic, change has been the tightening up of the anti bid-rigging
regime, implemented this year. A relatively modest strengthening of the Fair Trade Commission and
active pursuit and punishment of violators has already, ten months after implementation, produced
impressive results in respect of government procurement. The average ratio of winning bid prices to
projected budget fell to 79.1% for the January-March period, compared with about 97% last year.
The EBC looks forward to the day when the increased emphasis on performance and cost efficiency
in the building sector translates into genuine opportunities for European firms.
The introduction of a new Corporation Law last year modernised legal structures and improved
flexibility by making a wider choice of forms of legal presence available to firms in Japan. The EBC
now awaits the introduction of the triangular merger scheme in May 2007 and hopes that this really
will make it easier in practice to use foreign stocks as consideration when merging with Japanese
companies. Fundamental improvements are crucial to enable foreign companies to take part in the
M&A-driven domestic consolidation that has just started and to allow the Japanese service industry
eventually to integrate into the global economy.
Finally, there have also been important improvements at the procedural level, although much
remains to be done. Public comment procedures are more common than before, but still not perfect.
With public documents now accessible to the public, the policy process is gradually becoming more
open, at least in principle. Although the no-action letter is not yet a widely-used, practical tool, it
may eventually prove to be an important means of furthering transparency and accountability. Most
importantly, all sectors report that access to authorities and government officials has become much
easier, resulting in better dialogue and, in turn, a better understanding of foreign industry concerns.

Promoting a more strategic approach to reform
Although the improvements of the past five years are substantial, there is a strong feeling among
European companies that the reforms undertaken thus far have been largely corrective measures,
tailored to help domestic industry and Government to cope with what has already happened and to
overcome previous shortcomings. Missing is any clear vision of what the final goal should be and
the long-term strategy to get there.
The most obvious case is in the field of healthcare, where the whole system is crumbling under the
pressure of demographic change and a resulting 3-4% increase every year in healthcare costs. So far
the Government has responded by merely increasing contribution fees, reducing users’ cover under
the National Public Health Insurance Scheme and cutting reimbursement prices for pharmaceutical,
medical diagnostic and medical equipment products. The cuts have been made across the board,
with insufficient reference to the potential benefits of individual products, while the overall
inefficiencies of the healthcare system remain largely untouched. To make things worse, the revision
of the Pharmaceutical Affairs Law (PAL) in 2005 was in many ways detrimental to healthcare.
Instead of improving access, as initially intended, the revised certification scheme has made it
substantially more difficult for companies to introduce pharmaceutical, medical diagnostic and
medical equipment products to the market. Thus the “reforms” undertaken to-date have exacerbated
the situation of the Japanese patient, already paying high prices for inferior services relative to those
available overseas and only able to access products that are already five or ten years old. The EBC
urges the new Government not to accept these “reforms” as an excuse for ignoring crucial structural
issues that need to be urgently addressed.

Introduction
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Notwithstanding the substantial improvements already made to the financial sector, this area too is
in need of a new vision and strategy. Japan is the largest economy in Asia and Tokyo is well placed
to become the financial centre for the region, yet foreign financial groups remain largely
underrepresented here. The reason is quite simple: incomplete regulatory reform means that
financial companies are still not permitted to operate in Japan on a group basis, as they do in all
other advanced markets. Integrating operations is still inherently risky; the grey area between what
is allowed and what is not remains considerable. As a result, global financial groups continue to
conduct business outside Japan that could have been conducted here, if the rules were both
different and clearer. The EBC has persistently advocated the abolition of Article 65 of the
Securities and Exchange Law that requires banking and securities business to be separated, but
without success. It is crystal clear that Japan needs to open the door to a completely integrated
financial service industry if it is to become an attractive location for regional head-quarters, but the
policies to achieve this goal remain absent.
A less high profile area in similar need of strategic reform is aviation. It really goes without saying
that the success of the Japanese economy to a large extent depends on well functioning links
between Japan and other countries. Yet there is no obvious overall strategy in place for improving
access to the overcrowded Kanto region, cutting some of the highest landing fees and handling
charges in the world, and deregulating the strict pricing regime to open up the market to more
competition. The EBC has been pleased with such changes as have been made, but also sees the
pace and content as largely dictated by the needs of the former national carrier that is now facing
economic problems.
These are but a few of the examples in this report of significant reforms, addressed to a varying
degree by the Koizumi Government, but driven more by necessity than an articulated strategy. The
result has been too many fragmented policies, of limited benefit to anyone but the Ministry in
charge and its closest industrial ally.

Reform blind spots
Readers of this report will find that, though it is generally positive about the direction of changes
underway in Japan, frustration is aired at times about regulation left over from the heyday of
Japanese protectionism, which still make life difficult for foreign business. It is hard to understand
how some of these rules have survived five years of a Government whose first goal was
deregulation. For example, Japan maintains restrictions on the movement of foreign residents
through its unique re-entry permit system that requires all foreign residents to obtain special
permission if they wish to leave the country and return without losing their residence status, even
though they have been screened under the visa application process and found eligible to stay in
Japan. Although the permit system may have made sense when remaining in the country
throughout the whole visa period was the norm rather than the exception, the reason for keeping a
system that fulfils no purpose today is difficult to understand.
Equally, many regulations in the food area recall the Japan of 25 years ago. For instance, just 294
of the 828 food additives authorised in Japan are accepted as being safe by the WHO/FAO, while,
on the other hand, over 600 substances accepted as being safe by the WHO/FAO are not allowed in
Japan. Only 4 out of the 46 additives placed on the Government’s own priority list in 2001 have so
far been approved, which means at the current rate, these safe substances will not all be
approved for use in Japan before the year 2061. A special category of “quasi-drugs”,
enormously complicating the introduction of products that in other markets would just be called
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“cosmetics”, remains unchallenged, although its scientific foundation is highly questionable.
Similarly unique Japanese rules cause frustration for European business people active in sectors
such as construction, large-scale retailing, business aviation, medical diagnostics, medical
equipment, cut flowers, and animal health. Ordinary logic and argument do not apply to these
blind spots, where rules are taken for granted and questioning them itself becomes a problem,
even though they go against global best practice and are clearly not in the interest of users and
consumers.

Challenges for the New Leadership
Key findings in this year’s report, highlighted above, show that although Prime Minister Koizumi
succeeded in turning the ship around and setting the course for deregulation and liberalisation,
Japan has yet to make much progress and the final objective remains unclear. Ministries and other
government agencies continue to rule over their respective sectors, making sure that policies do not
undermine their own powers or the interests of their closest industry allies. Prime Minister Koizumi
managed to move the political consensus in a more reform-friendly direction, but was not able to
secure implementation. The biggest challenge for Prime Minister Abe will be to take control of the
process, shed light on the blind spots, and not allow expert ministries to reverse key reforms. He
will also have to move beyond the issue of postal privatisation and take the lead in re-energising the
economy, by formulating strategies to deregulate all main sectors. If he is to be successful, the
Cabinet Office will have to be further strengthened: only with truly independent expertise, able to
hold its own in dealings with strong specialist ministries, can the Cabinet Office take control of this
important work and deliver all of the much needed reform.

How this report is organised
This report consists of 31 chapters covering a wide range of sectors and business areas. Each
chapter addresses the concerns of a specific EBC sector committee and derives from the
collective first-hand experiences of committee members doing business here “on the ground” in
Japan. Chapters consist of a series of recommendations for further regulatory reform, set against
the background of an assessment of the progress made over the past five past years. We trust this
report will prove a positive contribution to the thinking of the Japanese Government and other
authorities seeking to improve the environment for business and investment in Japan.

Introduction
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Business
Fundamentals
Human resources
Intellectual property
Retail, wholesale & distribution
Legal services
Tax

For more information, contact:
Mr. Richard Mason
Chair, Human Resources Committee
(Associate Director, JAC Japan)

c/o JAC Japan
14th Floor, Jimbocho-Mitsui Building,
1-105 Kanda Jimbocho, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo〒101-0051 JAPAN
Phone 03-5259-6901
Fax 03-5259-6933

HUMAN RESOURCES
Summary of outstanding issues:
■
Recommendation

Current situation

■
Recommendation

Current situation

■
Recommendation

Current situation
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Work permits and re-entry permits
The Government should abolish the re-entry permit system and improve access to
skilled labour by relaxing unnecessary conditions for obtaining work permits.
No progress. Japan maintains restrictions on the movement of foreign residents
through its unique re-entry permit system, requiring all foreign (including
permanent) residents to acquire special permission if they wish to leave the country
without losing their residency status. The EBC welcomed the revision of the
Immigration Control and Refugee Recognition Law in 1999, leading to an extension
of the maximum period during which re-entry is permitted, from one year to three
years. The revision made it easier for foreign residents to enter and leave Japan once
a multiple re-entry permit has been obtained, granting the right to freely come and go
as long as their visa remains valid (up to three years). However, the process for
applying and renewing such permits remains bureaucratic and time-consuming, with
cost implications both for applicants and employers. The EBC is equally
disappointed that young professionals (with no university degree) applying for a visa
for Japan are still required to prove their “special skills” on the basis of a proven
record of 10 years’ professional experience.

Dismissals
Regulations governing employee dismissals should be further clarified to enhance
management flexibility and operational efficiency. Specific rules defining acceptable
grounds for dismissal for economic reasons should be introduced, along with clear
guidance on what would constitute an appropriate severance payment.
No progress. The Labour Standard Law was amended in June 2003 to permit
employee dismissals, but did not set out specific criteria for what would be considered
reasonable compensation for severance.
Pensions
Japan should conclude social security agreements with all European governments.
Mandatory contributions to the Japanese public pension system should be remitted in
full to departing expatriates and their employers. As an interim measure, the raising of
the cap on maximum remittances, from three to five years’ worth of contributions,
currently being contemplated, should be implemented without delay. Moreover,
contributions made to foreign-based pension plans should be subject to the same tax
relief as contributions made to pension plans in Japan.
Progress. Social security agreements are being negotiated or have been concluded
with Belgium, France, the UK and Germany, as well as the US and South Korea, but
refunds of mandatory contributions to Japanese pension plans are still capped at a
maximum three years / approximately 1.5 million yen in the case of departing
expatriates. The EBC welcomes the agreement between Japan and France
encompassing tax relief for contributions made to pension plans in France and hopes
that this will serve as a model for revising more bilateral agreements.

EBC Issues 2006

Background:

EBC Human Resources Committee
Member Companies
Chanel
DaimlerChrysler Japan
Givaudan Japan
Heraud & Associates
H&R Consultants
JAC Japan
Nokia Japan
Richemont
Siemens-Asahi Medical Technologies
Swiss Reinsurance
Transearch International Japan Inc

Global economic pressures and changing circumstances in the Japanese
business environment are forcing companies to re-evaluate their human
resource management practices, with more focus on improving labour
quality and management efficiency. Ultimately, the ability of companies to
manage their human resources in an efficient and cost-effective manner
affects the health of the Japanese economy. Labour regulations also
influence the ability of foreign companies to operate and make a profit in
Japan and hence their decisions to enter, remain or expand their businesses
here. Furthermore, for companies relying to a significant extent on foreign expertise, full mobility
in and out of the country for foreign labour is crucial to their success. The EBC cannot see any
obvious reason for keeping the current re-entry permit system, since it does not fulfil any
monitoring function. Foreigners possessing a visa have already been screened and found eligible
to stay in the country for as long as their visa remains valid. Exit from and entry to the country are
monitored by immigration officials, regardless of the re-entry permit system. A visa can be
cancelled at any time, should the holder be found to engage in activities other than those permitted
under the terms of the visa.

The EBC takes note of the efforts made by the Ministry of Health, Labour and Welfare to
stimulate the flow of skilled labour into Japan, but believes that relaxation of immigration laws
alone is not enough. Allowing foreign experts to practice their professions in Japan, by accepting
foreign qualifications, certificates and licences, is arguably a more viable approach. Granting work
visas to people with proven special skills, but without a university degree or ten years’ work
experience, would be a rational first step to show that Japan is serious about attracting skilled
foreign labour.

Regulatory Developments 2001-2006
In recent years, the Government has given employers greater freedom in terms of working hours,
compensation, pension schemes and contracts, but it has not increased flexibility or clarity as
regards employee dismissals. In June 2003 the Government revised the Labour Standard Law to
codify previous case law, which tended to support the long-term employment system and not
allow dismissals unless the employer met stringent criteria for economic hardship. The revision
did, however, not address the issue of severance payments, an area where standard practice
urgently needs to be codified in law in order to avoid uncertainties and the risk of unnecessarily
costly settlements.
The EBC welcomed Japan’s Defined Contribution Pension Law of 2001 as an important step to
enable employers to offer more flexible and attractive pension schemes to employees, but argues
that it should be improved by increasing tax-exempt contribution levels, allowing matching
contributions and permitting plan-holders to borrow against their pension reserves. No progress
has been made in this area or in expanding refunds of mandatory Japanese pension fund
contributions in respect of expatriate workers leaving Japan. Furthermore, while the EBC is
encouraged to see Japan signing social security agreements with Belgium, France, the UK and
Germany, the slow progress in the negotiations with more countries has been disappointing.
Finally, the EBC welcomed the revision of the Worker Dispatching Law, permitting the use of
dispatch workers (also known as temporary agency workers) in manufacturing and extending the
maximum contract period for which employers could hire dispatch workers from one to three
years, as an important follow-up to the 1998 revision. Using dispatch workers is now a viable
alternative for solving temporary labour shortages.

Human resources15

For more information, contact:
Mr. Laurent Dubois
Chair, Patent/Trademarks/Licence Committee
(Representative, Union des Fabricants)

c/o Laurent Dubois Foreign Law Office
Roppongi Hills Mori Tower 23F6-10-1
Roppongi, Minato-ku,
Tokyo 〒106-6123 JAPAN
Phone 03-5413-4360
Fax 03-5413-4361

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Summary of outstanding issues:
■
Recommendation

Current situation

■
Recommendation

Current situation

■
Recommendation

Current situation
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Border control
Japanese authorities should hold parallel importers more accountable for the
authenticity of goods being brought into the country. Rights holders should have the
right to intervene through judicial means in procedures for seizing suspected
counterfeit goods at the Japanese border and the burden of proof should be shared
between the importer and the rights holder. Civil and criminal sanctions provided
under the Customs Law are insufficient to prevent the import of counterfeits. The
Customs Law should be revised to make it an offence for individuals or legal entities
to attempt or act with intent to import counterfeit goods.
Significant progress. Since April 1, 2006, the importation of products that are similar
to famous and widely known brand goods as defined in the Unfair Competition
Prevention Law has been prohibited. Furthermore, the Trademark Law was revised to
increase the amount of the fine applicable to individuals and legal entities that import
counterfeit goods. From January 1, 2007 the maximum fines will be 300 million yen
(up from 150 million yen previously) for legal entities and 10 million yen (up from 5
million yen) for individuals.

Fake goods on the Internet
Japanese authorities should hold Internet Service Providers (ISPs) more clearly
responsible for controlling sellers on their auction sites and disclosing information on
suspected infringements of intellectual property rights. Moreover, ISPs should be
obliged to take more stringent measures against repeat offenders.
Sign of improvement. The Internet remains an easy way to dispose of fake goods in
Japan, especially on auction sites. The Government has restated its intention to
strengthen implementation of the law. The measures taken by the main ISP (identity
control system and staff for surveillance of Internet content) have been instrumental in
reducing the quantity of goods sold openly as counterfeits, but little or no
improvement can be seen in the field of counterfeits sold as genuine goods.
Furthermore, new auction sites have appeared on mobile phones. Monitoring and
prevention of such sites are extremely difficult from both a technical and legal
perspective.
Possession for personal use
The trademark law should be revised so as to also prohibit the possession and
personal importation into Japan of faked goods.
Signs of improvement. The loophole in the Trademark Law not prohibiting personal
possession and importation of faked goods is increasingly abused. Commercial
importers import fake products in small quantities to reduce the risk of detection and
foreign exporters use the same method to sell counterfeit goods on the Japanese
market. The Promotion Programme on Creation, Protection and Exploitation of
Intellectual Property 2006, set out by the Intellectual Property Policy Headquarters on
June 8, 2006, announced the intention to prohibit personal imports and to discuss the
possible preparation of a law prohibiting such imports during the year 2006, if
necessary.
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Strengthening protection of intellectual property rights in
Japan
The EBC welcomes the proactive steps taken by the Japanese Government
in many fields to protect intellectual property. Nevertheless, counterfeits
remain a very serious problem in Japan. More than half of the brand goods sold over the
Internet through auction sites and other means are fake products. The following structural
problems prevent Japanese authorities from effectively dealing with this problem:
1.

Unlike in Europe, parallel imports are still authorised in Japan. Foreign suppliers and
Japanese importers often distribute fake products under the pretext of parallel imports.
2. It is difficult for Japanese authorities to prosecute even obvious cases involving counterfeit
goods, as the police are required to prove that the offender handled the goods knowing that
they were counterfeit in order to prove criminal responsibility.
3. Although regional customs offices are no longer prohibited from employing technologies
using image transmission via the Internet to appraise the authenticity or modification of a
seizure claim, this practice is not formally recognised.
4. The liability of ISPs with regards to the disclosure of personal information related to
suspected rights violations is not sufficiently defined in Japanese law. Currently, ISPs
agree to provide rights holders with information where the counterfeiting is obvious.
However, there is no clear definition of the notion of counterfeiting and it is therefore
difficult for rightsholders to establish that the counterfeiting is obvious. The Ministry of
Internal Affairs and Communications (MIC), has launched a committee composed of the
main ISPs and industry associations to discuss these issues.
5. Protection of designs under the Design Law is currently too complicated and expensive.
Harmonisation with European rules on related design and priority documents would help
to simplify the registration process. Japanese courts should also take a more stringent
approach to the interpretation of similarity of designs under the Design Law.
6. Despite recent improvements of the Patent and Trademark Laws, damages awarded to
rightsholders remain too low to reflect the impact of the infringement and to deter
offenders from abuse of rights.
The EBC urges the various entities in Japan working on intellectual property rights issues to
introduce concrete measures designed to combat this deplorable situation.

Regulatory Developments 2001-2006
The EBC has welcomed a number of initiatives taken by the Japanese Government following
the creation of the Intellectual Property Strategy Council in 2002. From 2003, revisions to the
Customs and Tariff Law have made it easier for companies to apply to customs authorities to
seize suspected counterfeit products at the Japanese border. From 2004, rightsholders have been
able to obtain information about the importers of suspected counterfeit goods. Police officers
have been trained by rightsholders in how to quickly examine the authenticity of goods. The
importation of goods similar to famous and widely known brands, as defined in the Unfair
Competition Prevention Law, has been prohibited since April 2006. Together these measures, if
properly resourced and implemented, could do much to improve Intellectual Property protection
in Japan. Yet further Government action remains essential to prevent legitimate business
interests from being undermined. Costs for design registration must be reduced and the courts
must take a wider view in interpreting counterfeit designs. Internet Service Providers must be
held to account for the trade in counterfeit goods on Internet auction sites and similar steps
taken to halt the trade now appearing on mobile telephony services. Action is also still needed
to hold parallel importers fully accountable for the authenticity of their goods, and to prevent
commercial firms from bringing in fake goods disguised each time as small quantities of
personal effects.

Intellectual property
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For more information, contact:
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RETAIL, WHOLESALE & DISTRIBUTION
Summary of outstanding issues:
¦
Recommendation

Limited progress. While progress has been made in clarifying many of the provisions
in the Large-scale Retail Location Law, lack of transparency and unequal regional
implementation act as a brake to the entry of foreign retailers to the market. Local
interpretation of construction, safety and environmental regulations is inconsistent.
This adds to investment costs and increases uncertainty and risk, effectively
undermining any learning curve benefits for retailers attempting toexpand operations
in Japan. The conspicuous rarity of foreign-owned and -operated large-scale retailers
in Japan bears witness to the impact this has on investment. The EBC is pleased that
the Government took note of our strong concerns and introduced crucial exemptions
to the new restrictions for large-scale retailing, just before the revisions to the City
Planning Law were passed in the Diet in early 2006. How local authorities will
interpret and act on the revisions remains to be seen.

Current Situation

¦
Recommendation

¦
Recommendation
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Express carrier services
Regulations governing Japan Post and express carriers should be harmonised in order
to create a truly level playing field in the distribution market.
Limited progress. The Postal Privatisation Law has been one of the triumphs of the
Koizumi Administration. However the regulations that apply to Japan Post’s express
delivery services differ substantially from those for private carriers. For example,
Japan Post is exempt from virtually all the costs and administrative procedures for
customs clearance that apply to private carriers (including use of the Nippon
Automated Cargo Clearance System). Furthermore, Japan Post is exempt from most
regulations concerning traffic obstruction, air cargo safety, and those for construction
and operational facilities. These and other regulatory differences need to be
eliminated to ensure that Japan Post can meet its obligation to avoid engaging in
activities that unduly injure the interests of private companies in similar businesses.

Current situation

Cu rrent situation

Large-scale retailing
Regulations governing applications for and implementation of business licences for
large-scale retail facilities should be made mo re transparent and consistent. The
Government should ensure that the exemption of larger cities (more than one million
inhabitants) from new restrictions on new large-scale retailing is respected when the
revisions to the City Planning Law are implementedin 2007.

Liquor licensing
Wholesale liquor licensing should be completely deregulated.
Some progress. Since 2001, deregulation has gradually liberalised liquor licensing in
the retail sector in Japan. The withdrawal of the interim measure establishing “Urgent
Adjustment Areas” in September 2006 was a significant step towards complete
liberalisation. The EBC applauds the progress made and asks the Government to
apply the same measures to the wholesale market, where the lack of liberalisation is
becoming an issue of increasing concern.

EBC Issues 2006
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Outstanding issues cont ’d:

¦
Recommendation

Current situation

Prohibitive import and certification processes
Regulations governing theapplication process for importing
and selling/using products with particular consumer safety and
health considerations should be harmonised with international
practices.
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Some progress. Reluctance to accept CE/EN or ISO marking of products exported to
Japan results in delays in introducing new products to the market and adds
considerably to import costs. While accepting the need to safeguard consumer health
and safety, the EBC urges the Government to further harmonise product standards and
accept international markings as equal to Japanese rules. The EBC recognises that
Japan may have valid reasons to promote different standards for certain products.
Rather than unilaterally imposing Japan-specific conditions, however, the EBC
believes that the Government should be more proactive in international organisations
in influencing the creation of global standards.

Regulatory developments 2001 -2006
Five years of a reform-minded Government have done little to improve the prospects for foreign
Retail, Wholesale and Distribution companies wishing to invest in the Japanese market. Although
Japan is the second biggest retail market in the world, there are relatively few non-Japanese
retailers active here. Despite a marked expansion of foreign retail activity in the specialty retail
channel (albeit with many outlets operated via franchises or under licence to Japanese companies),
it has proved extremely difficult for foreign retailers to take advantage of global scale logistics
when entering the Japanese market. The process for developing and opening new retail outlets has
remained fraught with restrictions, inefficiency and delay. Opportunities to streamline ht e new
Large-scale Retail Location Law (2000) - intended to improve efficiency by decentralising control
and decreasing administration - with the Building Permit and Environmental Impact Assessment
procedures were not taken.
Instead the new Law led to individual local governments imposing their own procedures and in
some cases new licence conditions, thus increasing costs and delays. The effect, combined with
restrictions on opening retail stores above 10,000m2, has been to discourage foreign retailers further
by making the costs to enter and establish operations in Japan even higher.
The situation in specific markets remains equally difficult. The growth anticipated as a result of new
legislation (2001/2003) liberalising retail liquor sales was stunted, firstly by further legislation
providing temporary protection to incumbent retailers and, secondly, by prohibiting applications for
the new, broader scope licences until any old type licence had expired. Procedures for importing,
certifying and labelling various consumer products continue to be overly costly and complex, by
insisting on additional product testing against Japan’s own specific standards, even where products
are already covered by international and European standards. Meanwhile, having welcomed the
Postal Privatisation Law, the distribution industry continues to be concerned that the privatisation of
Japan Post should proceed transparently and fairly, such that the new business is properly regulated
and not allowed to compete on unequal terms with private companies.

Retail, wholesale & distribution
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For more information, contact:
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LEGAL SERVICES
Summary of outstanding issues:
■
Recommendation

Current situation

■
Recommendation

Current situation

■
Recommendation
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Pseudo foreign companies
Japan should amend Article 821 of the new Company Law to ensure legal stability
for branch offices of foreign companies operating in Japan. This would bring the law
into line with the intent of the legislators as expressed in the resolutions attached to
the Article by the Judicial Affairs Committee of the House of Councillors at the time
of passage of the law.
Some Progress. Article 821 of the new Company Law provides that a foreign
company cannot conduct continuous transactions through a branch in Japan if the
branch constitutes the de facto principal office of the company or if the primary
purpose of the foreign company is to conduct operations in Japan. The Minister of
Justice has given repeated assurances, both in Parliament and through a notification,
that no new regulatory restrictions should be imposed on foreign companies as a
result of the new Article. The EBC remains, however, concerned that Article 821
may bring into question the legality of many branches of foreign companies in Japan
that otherwise are fully recognised legal entities.

Cross-border share swaps
Japan should introduce the "triangular" merger scheme in accordance with the
rescheduled timeframe and without restrictions as to use/applicability, pursuant to
the currently anticipated ministerial guidelines. Eventually, straight cross-border
share swaps should also be permitted, with full tax deferral.
Limited progress. Though delayed one year in implementation, the introduction of a
"triangular" cross-border merger scheme under the new Company Law is a welcome
first step toward full cross-border share swaps. The precise conditions on stocks
qualifying for the scheme have, however, not been set, and it is essential that the
ministerial guidelines due to be issued at the end of this year do not limit the use or
applicability of the scheme. Furthermore, just five months before implementation,
the tax treatment of such transactions still remains an open question.

Poison pills
In dealing with "poison pill" schemes, the EBC believes that excessive defensive
measures should not be permitted, and priority should always be placed on the
interests of existing shareholders. To avoid such defensive measures being used as
tools merely to maintain the interests of existing directors, strict conditions for
activating poison pills should be applied – ideally the obtaining of the approval or
endorsement of outside directors (shagai torishimariyaku) for implementation of the
relevant scheme. Efforts should be made to ensure that "poison pills" are not used to
block constructive proposals from new bidders.

EBC Issues 2005
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Liberalisation of Legal Practice
The Government should build on recent steps forward to enact
further reforms that will abolish the discriminatory treatment
of foreign lawyers in Japan, and allow both Japanese and
foreign law firms to operate here on an equal footing.
Some progress. The Foreign Lawyers Law, introduced in
2005, lifted some of the restrictions on the form of association
through which Japanese lawyers (bengoshi) and foreign lawyers (gaiben) may
operate, but did not go far enough in liberalising legal practice in Japan. It
remains the case that only bengoshi firms can incorporate their offices: firms of
bengoshi and gaiben collaborating together are not allowed to do so. The limited
liability status of a foreign firm in its home country is still not recognized in
Japan. Foreign lawyers face more restrictions than bengoshi on the advice they
can give on third-country law. Even the efforts of foreign law firms to build
capacity in Japan are frustrated by rules that require foreign recruits to gain
experience in the country in which they qualified before they can be licensed as a
gaiben in Japan, while Japanese recruits can only give advice in the name of their
foreign employer if one of the firm's partners is also a Japanese lawyer. Such
unnecessary, discriminatory rules should be lifted without delay.

Regulatory Developments 2001-2006
1. The Legal Profession
The past five years have witnessed a number of positive changes in the regulation of the legal
profession in Japan, particularly as a result of the 2005 Foreign Lawyers Law, which lifted
some restrictions on the form of association through which Japanese lawyers and foreign
lawyers may operate. However, significant regulatory impediments to competition still remain,
preventing firms of bengoshi and gaiben already collaborating together from incorporating their
firms; restricting the advice foreign lawyers can give on third-country law; and preventing the
limited liability status of a foreign firm in its home country from being recognized in Japan.
Discriminatory regulations impact individuals as well as firms, requiring foreign recruits to gain
experience in the country in which they qualified before they can be licensed as a gaiben in
Japan, and restricting Japanese lawyers from giving advice in the name of a foreign employer
unless one of the firm's partners is also a Japanese lawyer. So long as these regulatory
impediments continue, Japanese consumers will be deprived of choice in the crucial field of
legal advice, while foreign firms will be unfairly deprived of potential customers.

2. Legal Developments
A number of significant reforms have been introduced by the Government in the period 20012006 that will affect the legal structure of businesses in Japan. Foremost is the new
Corporations Law, and in particular, the “triangular” merger scheme this includes, now due to
come into force in 2007. While the postponed introduction of this scheme has been regrettable
and the continuing delay in clarifying the attendant guidelines and tax treatment frustrating,
overall it is hoped this measure will prove an important first step toward full cross-border share
swaps. However, the EBC calls on the Government to ensure that in respect of the use of
poison pills in connection with M&A activity, legislation is tailored to give priority to the
interests of existing shareholders, not existing directors.

Legal services
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